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Abstract

Recent measurements of the ion composition in the magneto-

spheric boundary layer indicate that the boundary layer may

contain clouds of magnetosheath plasma which are gradually

becoming mixed with the magnetospheric plasma. A significant

difference between flow vectors of different ion species

(»50-100 km/s) implies that an ideal MHD equation E+VxB=0,

does not describe the macroscopic plasma flow inside such

inhomogeneities. An analysis based on the first order drift

theory indicates that gradients of the partial ion pressure

and of the magnetic field could induce differential ion drifts

comparable in magnitude to the electric drift velocity. We

discuss some implications of these results on the physics of

solar wind-magnetosphere interactions.



1. INTRODUCTION

It is usually assumed in magnetospheric physics that the mac-

roscopic flow of a collisionless plasma perpendicular to an

ambient magnetic field 13 is completely determined by the elec-

tric field IB. In this approximation low energy ions and elec-

trons flow with electric drift velocity V% = £xB/B2 whilst

higher energy particles are affected also by J7B and curvature

drifts. Recent measurements of ion composition in the magneto-

spheric plasma boundary layer indicate that different ion

species have significantly different perpendicular flow velo-

cities (Lundin and Dubinin, 1984, 1985; Lundin, 1984), which

cannot be explained by gradient/curvature drifts. Solar wind

ions are frequently observed earthward of the dayside magneto-

pause layer in the form of plasma intrusions poorly mixed with

a local magnetospheric plasma. Perpendicular flow vectors of

ions of solar wind origin (H+, He2+) can differ by up to 200

km/s in magnitude and 90° in direction from the flow vectors

of magnetospheric ions (He+, 0 +).

The measurements cited above indicate that plasma inhomogenei-

ties in the magnetosheath can penetrate the magnetopause layer

in a way which is not well understood at present. Lemaire and

Roth (1978), Heikkila (1982) and Lundin (1984) have suggested

that an excess momentum of penetrating structures (and the

"motional" electric field £=-VxB_) are responsible for driving

field-aligned currents closing through the polar ionosphere.

The idea of the magnetospheric boundary layer as an MHD-dynamo

region originates from the "viscous interaction" concept by

Axford and Hines (1961). Later, Eastman et al. (1976) pres-

ented the first observations in support of such a momentum ex-

change process, Eastman et al. (1976), however, favoured dif-

fusion as the major plasma entry process, since the IMP-6/7

data could not clearly resolve the fine structure of the

boundary layer.

An alternative source of free energy contained in penetrating

plasma clouds is related to the difference of thermal energy

density (pressure) inside and outside the cloud. Stasiewicz

(1985 a, b) has shown that plasma pressure inhomogeneities in



the magnetosphere can generate electric potential structures

associated with auroral arcs and inverted-V structures (see

also Stasiewicz, 1984, 1985c). In this interpretation a dis-

crete auroral display is a by-product of a process which leads

to the homogenization of a magnetospheric plasma structure.

The observed difference in ion flow velocities in the plasma

boundary layer is explained in this paper in terms of the con-

ventional drift theory of a collisionless plasma. It is shown

that the inferred gradients of particle pressure and magnetic

field inhomogeneities can induce ion drifts comparable in

magnitude to ion flow velocities observed in the boundary

layer. We demonstrate that both the observations and the

theory show that an ideal MHD equation

E + V x B = 0 (D

is frequently an inaccurate approximation to the plasma flow

in the vicinity of the magnetopause layer, i.e. at the very

site of solar wind - magnetosphere interactions.

The following section contains characteristics of the observed

flow of different ions in the boundary layer. A general ex-

pression for the difference of the flow velocity of two ion

species is derived and discussed in Section 3. We show that

equation (1) is not sufficient to describe the plasma flow in

the boundary layer and discuss implications of this finding

for the physics of solar wind-magnetosphere interactions.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The first determination of individual flow vectors for differ-

ent ion species in the low-latitude boundary layer/entry layer

(LLBL/EL) was made by the ion composition experiment on board

the PROGNOZ-7 spacecraft (PROMICS-1; see Lundin et al., 1982).

For a comprehensive review of the results the reader is re-

ferred to Lundin and Dubinin (1984, 1985) and Lundin (1984).

The PROriCS-1 instrument »sensors viewed only the sunward hemi-

sphere («2(P to 100° with respect to the solar direction), and
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of simultaneously measured bulk flow
velocities with the He 2 + velocity plotted versus the H+ £1°*
velocity (upper panel) and the He^+ velocity plotted versus
the velocity deduced from the E/q measurements with assumption
that all ions were protons (lower panel). The data were taken
during periods of strong H+ dominance of the ion composition.
Broken lines mark ±15% differences and different symbols
correspond to different orbits of PROGNOZ-7.



therefore it covered about half of the unit sphere. A reasona-

bly accurate determination of the flow vectors from such a

geometry is possible for an antisunward flow whenever the

plasma temperature and flow velocity are sufficiently high.

To qualify this statement we present in Figure 1 a scatterplot

of simultaneous h+ and He2+ flow velocities as calculated with

the moment algorithm. The lower panel shows a similar scatter-

plot of ion flow velocities versus He2+ flow velocities, but

now using the E/q (energy per charge) measurements without the

mass discrimination and assuming that all ions are protons.

These panels illustrate that the flow velocities determined

from the E/q-measurements and the He2+ measurements agree to

within 15% (~77% of the values lie within the ±15% error

lines), whilst the H+ velocity is systematically ~15% higher

than the He2+ velocity. This systematic error can be under-

stood in terms of the limited coverage of H+ at velocities

less than ~350 km/s (~0.65 keV) in the forward direction.

This will cause an underestimation of the total density of H+

and consequently an overestimation of the average velocity

(see Lundin et al., 1982).

The time resolution for deducing the plasma moments corre-

sponds to the satellite spin period which was about two

minutes for the PROGNOZ-7 spacecraft.

We focus here on cases when a strong difference in ion drift

velocity was measured for different ion species. Such a velo-

city difference was already interpreted by Lundin and Dubinin

(1984, 1985)^and Lundin (1984) as resulting from a mass trans-

fer through the magnetopause layer. In essence, the difference

in drifts of individual plasma components was considered as

due to the relative motion (with respect to an ambient plasma)

of filamentary plasma structures injected from the magneto-

sheath into the boundary layer.

Fig. 2 shows one of the many cases of a strong difference in

drift velocity between the injected magnetosheath plasma and a

"local" plasma population in the boundary layer. Constant flux
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Figure 2. Flux contour plots for He++, He+ and O+ ions in the dayside boundary layer
(R~11RE» LT=10.8h, GSM LAT=49°). Constant spectral energy fluxes keV/(cm »s«sr«keV)
are shown in logarithmic scale (4.6x10\ 105, 2.3x105 four levels per decade) in
the XZ and YZ GSE planes. The magnetic field magnitude and orientation is given by
an arrow in each panel.



contours are shown for He++ (left), He+ (middle) and 0 +

(right) projected onto the XZ (upper panels) and YZ (lower

panels) velocity planes. The frame of reference is the geocen-

tric solar ecliptic coordinate system (GSE). The magnetic

field orientation is marked by an arrow in e^ch panel. The

data were sampled during a LLBL/EL encounter near the noon

meridian (LT=10.8 hours, Lat = 49°). From Fig. 2 we see that

the He++ ions had a strong earthward as well as dawnward drift

component whilst the He+ and 0 + ions only had a dawnward

drift, which was considerably lower than that for He++. The

lack of flux contours for He+ and 0 + in the XZ-panel suggests

that the field aligned or sunward flow component was below the

level of detectability (<50km/s for 0 +). As has been discussed

by Lundin and Dubinin (1985) the He+ and 0+ ions originate

here from a population of "cold" plasma, most likely detached

plasma from the plasmasphere. This plasma is then accelerated

by the radial electric field induced in the dayside boundary

layer by plasma which is injected from the magnetosheath.

Lundin and Dubinin (1985) assumed that excess momentum of the

magnetosheath plasma was the main source of free energy. In

Fig. 2 this corresponds to an excess flow velocity of the He++

ions as compared to He+ and 0+.

In the forthcoming analysis of the differential drift between

pre-existing boundary layer ions (eg. He+ and 0+) and the in-

jected magnetosheath ions (eg. H+ and He2+) we use the 0 + ions

as tracers for the magnetospheric plasma and the H+ ions as

tracers for the solar wind plasma. These ions dominated the

two ion sources and thus provided more accurate calculations

of the ion drift.

Table 1 summarizes the bulk flow properties of the data con-

tained in Figure 2. The difference between the flow speeds of

H+ and He2+ is due to the systematic error ~15%, as dis-

cussed above.

To show the systematic difference in flow vectors we plot in

Fig. 3 some important parameters from a PROGNOZ 7 pass of the

"exterior cusp". The terminology "exterior cusp" originates
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Figure 3. Plasma nomentum parameters and magnetic field data
for a Prognoz-7 inbound pass through the "exterior cusp" re-
gion. Solid lines mark the total ion density (N +), temperature
(T p), pressure (Pp) and bulk velocity (V +). Open symbols
represent the density, temperature and velocity for O + ions.
The dashed line in panel two from the top marks the electron
temperature (Te), whilst dashed lines in the three bottom
panels give the magnetic pressure and magnetic vector orienta-
tion in a geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) frame of reference.
Plotted in the two bottom panels are also the direction of the
total ion (»proton) and 0+ bulk flow velocity in the GSE coor-
dinate system.



from the HEOS-2 results (e.g. Sckopke, 1979) and means a

boundary region with high, magnetosheathlike, densities but

generally lacking the high flow velocity found in the magneto-

sheath. The "exterior cusp" is generally considered as an

interconnection zone between terrestrial and solar wind mag-

netic field lines. However, due to strong fluxes of iono-

spheric ions we restrict our interpretation of the "exterior

cusp" as simply a boundary region with terrestrial field

lines. The magnetosheath is generally characterized by low

fluxes of ionospheric ions (see e.g. Lundin et al., 1982).

The two uppermost panels in Fig. 3 display the density and

temperature of the H+ and 0 + ions throughout this boundary

layer encounter. The H+ ions are primarily of magnetosheath

origin whilst the 0+ ions are likely to be recently acceler-

ated upwards from the ionosphere. Notice, though, the very

high 0+ temperature, suggesting that these ions have been sub-

jected to strong heating before reaching the exterior cusp.

The third panel gives the plasma pressure pp and the magnet-

ic field pressure pg. The plasma p(=Pp/PB) is close to

unity in this exterior cusp pass. The plasma pressure is

strongly dominated t>y the proton partial pressure, the contri-

bution from 0+ ions is an order of magnitude lower. Because of

the dominance of protons in the boundary layer, we have used

the E/q measurements to represent the proton flux.

The fourth panel shows the ion bulk flow velocity for H+

(deduced from the E/q measurements) and for 0+.

Finally, the two lowermost panels in Fig. 3 give the direc-

tions of the ion flow and of the magnetic field (broken curve)

in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system. The

angle THETA represents the angle in the XZ plane with respect

to the X-axis, and FI represents the azimuth angle in the GSE

YZ-plane (FI=O points toward the dusk).

The fairly steady magnetic field direction (pointing down

towards the low-altitude cusp) and the quite high fluxes of 0 +

ions indicate that the measurements are made on the terrestri-
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al magnetic field lines. The magnetosheath is possibly encoun-

tered before«10.07 UT, although the magnetic field measure-

ments show no clear evidence for it.

The three lowermost panels clearly display the difference in

flow vectors for the H+ and O+ ions throughout the entire

boundary layer encounter. First of all, there is a quite

significant difference in the bulk velocity, except for the

innermost region where the bulk velocities tend to become

equal. Secondly, the H+ flow vectors are directed much more

tailward (larger THETA) than the O+ flow vectors. Notice for

instance from the THETA and FI panels in Fig. 3 that the

major cross-field component ' is related to the THETA angle of

the flow vector. Comparing the flow direction and the magnetic

field direct-ion we see that protons are crossing field lines

inward toward the tail, whilst the O+ ions are more field

aligned with some tendency of crossing field lines outward.

As a separate check of the precision by which flow vectors

were derived we have compared the E/q velocity vectors with

those obtained from the ion composition data of H+ and He++.

The flow vectors from the H+, He++ and E/q measurements were

found to agree within *±10° for both THETA and FI. However, as

we noted previously ,in the description of Fig. 1, the bulk

velocities for H+ was systematically - 15% higher than those

from the He++ and the E/q measurements. Thus, we conclude that

the major differences in flow vectors apparent in e.g. Fig 3

are real and do not result from the lack of precision in our

measurements.

In the next section we will analyse in more detail these

differences using the first order drift theory of a collision-

less plasma. We shall demonstrate that the gradients of parti-

cle pressure and temperature anisotropies can account for the

observed differences in ion drifts.
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3. INTERPRETATION

3.1 The ion flow velocity in inhomogeneous plasmas

Consider a collisionless plasma consisting of electrons and an

ion mixture, immersed in an ambient magnetic field B and an

electric field E. Assume that the characteristic spatial

scales for both the magnetic field inhomogeneity and particle

pressure inhomogeneity are greater than the typical ion gyro-

radius. The characteristic time scale is assumed to be longer

than the ion gyroperiod. A general expression for the macro-

scopic ion flow velocity of an ion species (with mass-m, num-

ber density-n, electric charge-q) implied by the first order

drift theory is (Parker, 1957; Volkov, 1966)

B Vpi p -pi
m T TT t _.- 1 ^ " 1 H ^ ™ É 1—

where V = VBb+V_, is the zero-order hydromagnetic velocity; b=

B/B; V = ExB/B ; d/dt = a/at+fV^); p_L = nm<vj_2>/2 and p^ =

nm(<v. >-V 2) are the perpendicular to B pressure and the par-

allel pressure, respectively. It should be noted that equation

(2) has been derived in two ways: (i) by summing contributions

from single particles and (ii) from the Vlasov (kinetic) equa-

tion.

Particle detectors respond to the total flow velocity (2) and

cannot measure any of the particular drifts separately. In

most realistic plasmas there is alwayr a difference between

the electric drift velocity Vg and the perpendicular mass

flow velocity Vj_. Only in the ideal case of an isotropic and

homogeneous plasma is Vi^Vg. This ideal case is clearly inap-

plicable to the magnetosperic boundary layer (as can be seen

in the data presented in Section 2) and possibly to some other

regions of the Earth's magnetosphere.

The difference between the perpendicular flow velocities of

two ion species implied by (2) is
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where

£
<A*>Vp

BxVB u JI P -pI
{AV, -(^-+^rr

PlPl,
" a B3 B2

B m.
( ^ i - ^ X (qT^t

qn

(3)

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

In the derivation of (3b) we have used the vector relation

(b«^)b=-Bx(V^xB)B"2+(V^B)jB"1 and Ampere's equation 2 x 8 = ^ for

the electric current £.

The difference between ion drift velocities comprises three

components which are induced by: Vpĵ , anisotropic pressure in

the presence of VB and/or Ji and the inertial effect, respec-

tively. All these terms are expected to play roles in the mag-

netospheric boundary layer. In the next subsection we shall

estimate the magnitude of different terms using plasma para-

meters derived from observations.

3.2 Calculations of the differential ion flow

To verify our hypothesis that the differential drifts are

caused by the first order terms in equation (2), we shall

derive from measurements the quantities required by expres-

sions (3). Our data permit us to evaluate these terms in equa-

tion (3) which are proportional to Vp and VB measured along

the spacecraft trajectory. Single spacecraft data do not pro-

vide sufficient information on possible acceleration of plasma

(dV/dt) and the curl ]3 (i.e. the electric current).

As has been mentioned earlier, moments of the distribution

function are calculated once per satellite spin period At-2

min. We calculate the gradient (along the trajectory) of a

parameter y at time t^ using a three-point formula
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(yk+1 ~ yk-k-1
(2v At) (4)

where vs is the satellite speed. Thus, the calculated gradi-

ent is essentially an average over 6 min. The gradient struc-

ture can move with respect to the spacecraft, so that the cal-

culated gradient could differ from the real one. This effect

can be quantitatively described if we assume that the gradient

structure retains the same slope during the measurement cycle.

In such a case it can be easily found that the gradient in the

reference system of the plasma is related to the calculated

one by the expression

(v -<v :s g dx'c (5)

where <Vg> is an average velocity of the gradient structure.

The averaging procedure would eliminate rapid back and forth

motions of the gradient structures but unfortunately would

also smooth strong spatial gradient.

Since the calculated gradient is one-dimensional, and not

three-dimensional, as required by formula (3), we can deter-

mine the differential velocity (3) only in one direction. Let

us define by Jä =y_g/vs a unit vector parallel to the space-

craft trajectory. The calculated difference between the flow

velocities of the two ion species as implied by (3a,b) is

1
as

B
ds

(6)

q n qn

The difference in ion flow velocity calculated from the above

formula should be compared with a projection of the observed

velocity difference on the bxs; direction, i.e.

(7)(AV)Q = (bxs) --1 -2 'o
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Figure 4. Velocity components for protons and O + ions for the
same exterior cusp pass as that contained in Fig. 3. The mid-
dle panel gives the magnitude of the H + and O+ ion drift com-
ponent and the lower panel gives the modulus difference in ion
drift between protons and O+ ions in a direction parallel to
the t>xs_ vector (see text). Shaded histogram curve represents
the measured differential drift component. Dashed curve shows
the differential drift calculated from partial pressure and
magnetic field quantities along the spacecraft trajectory {s).
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Figure 4 shows data from the same pass as that contained in

Fig. 3. The two lowermost panels are now containing the meas-

ured drift velocity for H+ and O+ and the computed (broken

curve with x) and measured (shaded histogram curve) difference

in flow velocities utilizing equations (4) to (/).

Notice that the modulus of the velocity difference along the

bx£ direction is taken. The reason is that the gradient struc-

ture may frequently move faster than the spacecraft (»2 km/s)

and then the computed gradient would be directed oppositely to

the real one (see equation (5)).

Fig. 4 shows that the observed differential drift is on the

average about 50 km/s, with peaks reaching up to «150 km/s.

Although a one to one correlation between observed and calcu-

lated differential drift velocities does not exist, the over-

all features are roughly the same. Notice for instance that

the innermost part of the orbit tends to be less variable in

differential drift velocity versus time than the exterior

part. Moreover, we note that the order of magnitude of the

differential drift is the same, the computed lifferences some-

times even exceeding the measured differences. Equation (5)

shows that the calculated gradient can be smaller or larger

than the real one, depending on the average relative velocity

of the gradient structure with respect to the spacecraft.

Considering that we have excluded the inertia term (also con-

taining a spatial derivative), and that our calculations are

based on a one-dimensional model assuming traversals of almost

stationary boundaries, the agreement between observed and

computed differential drift velocities supports our hypothesis

that the differential ion flows are caused by the first order

terms in equation (2).

To demonstrate that such an agreement was no coincidence, we

show in Figures 5 and 6 two more examples from other magneto-

pause boundary layer encounters.
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PROGNDZ-7 DTP. 83 DATE. 79-02-09
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Figure 5. Plasma parameters and drift velocity components for
a Prognoz-7 inbound pass of the dayside magnetopause layer at
high latitudes near noon (the entry layer). Vertical bar at
03.20 UT marks the magnetopause as identified from magnetic
vector and plasma parameters (see e.g. rjndin and Dubinin,
1984). The two upper panels give the total ion and O + number
density and temperature respectively. Dashed line in the
second panel gives the electron temperature.

The format of the three lowermost panels are identical with
those contained in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6. Plasma parameters and drift velocity components for
a Prognoz-7 outbound pass of the nightside plasma mantle.
Except for the lowermost panel, which includes the direction
of the differential drift component with respect to t>xs (see
text), the format is the same as that contained in Fig. "5.
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Fig. 5 represents a dayside magnetopause crossing and entry

into the Low Latitude Boundary Layer (LLBL)/Entry Layer. This

crossing has been discussed in detail by Lundin and Dubinin

(1984, 1985), and we wi'.l therefore concentrate on the differ-

ential drift characteristics. Although the magi.ecopause cros-

sing at =03.20 UT (marked by a vertical bar) is most easily

distinguished from the magnetic field data (not shown here),

it also stands out very well in the plasnid data. This magneto-

pause boundary layer pass is characterized by very strong

gradients adjacent to the magnetosheath injection structures.

The fact that the injection structures corresponds to time

intervals sometimes smaller than the »6 minutes required for

the gradient computation (equation (4)), suggests that the

spatial gradients are even more pronounced than what we can

infer here. Yet the computed and measured differential drift

velocities have the same orders of magnitude and they both

tend to cease inward into the magnetosphere.

Figure 6 shows yet another Prognoz-7 boundary layer encounter,

now in the plasma mantle. Notice that the time period after

»20.10 UT does not represent a magnetosheath encounter, but is

instead a magnetosheath injection structure in the plasma

mantle. This conclusion is based on the magnetic field data

(not shown here) as well as the plasma data showing fairly

high amounts of O+ ions throughout the entire injection struc-

ture. Although the magnetic field is strongly perturbed here,

indicating a strong diamagnetic effect of the injection struc-

ture, the direction of the magnetic field vector remained the

same. Also here quite strong drift components are present

throughout the plasma mantle encounter (up to «200 km/s). A

large difference in bulk flow velocity between protons and O+

ions is apparent, especially in the injection structure. This

difference is, however, less pronounced in the drift component

which we can compare with calculations.

The difference in the sign of the computed and observed dif-

ferential drifts along the direction determined by the bxs_

vector is most likely caused by motion of the gradient struc-
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ture. Again we can note that a one-to-one correlation is not

very obvious, but considering the assumptions used, the over-

all characteristics are remarkably similar. For instance, both

the average values and the mean modulus values are very simi-

lar for the observed and computed differentiil drift velo-

cities throughout this plasma mantle pass.

In total 7 high-speed data taking periods in the magnetopause

boundary layer have been analyzed in the course of this study,

all of chem showing similar characteristics to those displayed

here.

Based on the general agreement found between the observed dif-

ferential drift and the differential drift computed from the

plasma pressure and magnetic field gradients along the space-

craft orbit, we therefore conclude that:

Partial ion pressure and magnetic field gradients may in-

duce differential ion drifts comparable in magnitude to the

electric field drift.

- The magnetopause boundary layer plasma flow is not appro-

priately described by the "ideal" MHD approximation (eq.1).

Frequently a more general expression for the plasma flow

should be applied (eq.2).

4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In this report we have analysed in detail the difference in

flow vectors between ions of various species as measured in

the earth's magnetopause boundary layers by the Prognoz-7

satellite. We have demonstrated that these differences are

significant, not being subject to inaccuracies in the measure-

ment technique. While the relative error in bulk velocity

(Vo) and flow direction (Theta and Fi) was of the order

±0.15 Vo and ±MP respectively, the measured differences in

ion flow velocity and direction were up to *3 Vo and -90°

respectively.

The ion flow observed in the magnetopause boundary also had a

significant component perpendicular to the magnetic field

direction. The implications of such an ion drift component in
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terms of an MHD dynamo was first discussed by Eastman et al.

(1976). Later Lundin and Dubinin (1984, 1985) also interpreted

perpendicular ion drifts in the magnetopause boundary layer in

a similar way, noting that the difference in drift between

ions of various species is a signature of a dynan» under load

(see Lundin and Evans, 1985).

In this paper we have investigated whether the conventional

drift theory of a collisionless plasma can explain the differ-

ences in ion drift observed from Prognoz-7. By subtracting

perpendicular flow velocities of two ion populations we have

eliminated the common electric drift component and obtained a

first order expression for the difference in ion drifts be-

tween two populations (equation 3). This expression describes

the difference in drift of two ion species in terms of three

components, the gradient in perpendicular pressure, the pres-

sure anisotropy in the presence of VB and/or J]_, and the

inertial effect. All three components are expected to play a

role in the magnetopause boundary layer. However, only the

effect due to the first two terms (equations 3a and 3b), which

are derivable from observations, have been tested quantita-

tively here. An accurate test would require three-dimensional

measurements of gradients of the magnetic field and of plasma

parameters, which is possible to obtain only with several

closely spaced spacecraft.

The effect due to the inertia term (eqution 3c) can only be

discussed in a qualitative manner. In connection with the ion

inertia one must bear in mind that the d/dt term also contains

a spatial derivative (;&>•£)• The spatial derivative corre-

sponds to the quasi-steady state MHD dynamo driven by a con-

tinous plasma flow. This means that as long as a plasma flow

is propelling the dynamo in a given region of space, the local

mass dependent difference in ion drift will be maintained.

Using equation 3c one can easily show that differences in H+

and O+ ion drift of several tens of km/s can be maintained for

plasma decelerating at a rate of a few km/s2.
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The inertial term could be most significant in cases when the

magnetopause layer and the adjacent boundary are subject to an

acceleration due to changing solar wind pressure. Recent

measurements indicate that the magnetopause is in oscillating

motions with velocities <100 km/s (Berchem and Russel, 1982).

Such a motion is associated with acceleration which would lead

to the separation of ions with different mass within the

boundary layer.

It is important to notice, though, that the measured differ-

ences in flow between ions of various species were not due to

their masses alone. In fact the most common feature was that

H+ and He++, e.g. the solar wind ions, had quite similar flow

properties. Similarly, the He+ and O+ flow frequently showed a

good agreement. Thus, the major differences in flow properties

seemed to be related to characteristics of the source plasmas,

e.g. partial pressure gradients and pressure anisotropies.

Notice that, theoretically, one component of these gradient

induced differential drift velocities can be obtained from a

single spacecraft. By employing the technique described in

section 3, the component of the drift induced by the gradients

inferred along the spacecraft trajectory can be deduced and

compared with the corresponding measured drift component. It

should also be noted that in cases of strong spatial gradients

we may reach the limit of applicability of the drift theory

used for deriving equation (2) for ions with large gyroradius

(i.e. 0 +). Effects of the finite Larinor radius (neglected in

the MHD approximation) are expected to play an important role

in the magnetopause boundary layer.

In summary, the magnetopause boundary layer passes of Prognoz-

7 demonstrate that the plasma flow in these boundary regions

cannot simply be described by the "ideal" MHD approximation.

The quite considerable differential ion drift velocities meas-

ured (up to »150 km/s), were found to agree reasonably well

with differential drift velocities computed from the first

order drift theory of inhomogenous plasmas and using directly

measured partial pressure and magnetic field quantities along

the spacecraft trajectory.
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Table 1

Bulk flow parameters for the data contained in Figure 2

H"1

V (km/s) | 280+40

I
140°

145°

He2+ HeH

240±35

130°

135°

160±25

90°

150°

140+20

90°

I
175° j

I

Note: 6 and 4> denote angles in the satellite despun frame of

reference (approximately the solar ecliptic coordinate

system). 6 is the polar angle (0=0 is towards the sun)

and $ is the azimuth (spin) angle (4»=0 is towards dusk).


